CACHECA: A Cache Language Model Based Code Suggestion Tool
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Abstract—Nearly every Integrated Development Environment includes a form of code completion. The suggested completions ("suggestions") are typically based on information available at compile time, such as type signatures and variables in scope. A statistical approach, based on estimated models of code patterns in large code corpora, has been demonstrated to be effective at predicting tokens given a context. In this demo, we present CACHECA, an Eclipse plugin that combines the native suggestions with a statistical suggestion regime. We demonstrate that a combination of the two approaches more than doubles Eclipse’s suggestion accuracy. A video demonstration is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gj3B-qMPb4Ii.

I. INTRODUCTION

The task of code completion is concerned with suggesting appropriate code tokens to a user during editing. Many Integrated Development Environments provide code suggestion, which can improve the programmers’ productivity. Generally, such engines deduce what tokens “might” apply in the current syntactic context based on pre-defined syntactic and semantic rules. In this way, the suggestions produced by these engines are typically valid (in terms of syntax and semantics), but not necessarily likely (in terms of real-world usage).

N-gram models have been shown to successfully enhance the built-in suggestion engine by using corpus statistics (i.e. by suggesting what most often applies) [3]. However, standard n-gram models fail to deal with a special property of software: source code is also very localized [8]. Due to module specialization and focus, code tends to take especially repetitive forms in local contexts. The n-gram approach, rooted as it is in NL, focuses on capturing the global regularities over the whole corpus, but fails to capture local regularities. To overcome this weakness, Tu et al. introduced a novel cache language model to capture the localness of source code [8].

The cache language model (denoted as $\$-gram) extends the traditional n-gram models by deploying an additional cache to capture regularities in the locality. The n-gram and cache components capture different regularities: the n-gram component captures the corpus linguistic structure, and offers a good estimate of the mean probability of a specific linguistic event in the corpus; around this mean, the local probability fluctuates, as code patterns change in different localities. The cache component models these local changes, and provides variance around the corpus mean for different local contexts. Technical details can be found in [8].

This paper presents the novel features and core architecture of CACHECA, an Eclipse plugin for code suggestion based on the cache language model. CACHECA (a portmanteau of Cache and Content Assist, Eclipse’s term for code suggestions) combines suggestions from two different sources: (1) the Eclipse built-in suggestion engine offers syntactic and semantic suggestions based on type information available in context; (2) a $\$-gram model suggestion engine offers suggestions that commonly occur in either the whole corpus (from the global n-gram model) or the local context (from the local cache model). Our experiments show that the $\$-gram based suggestion tool greatly enhances Eclipse’s built-in engine by incorporating both the corpus and locality statistics, especially when no type information is available.

CACHECA is available for download as plugin from macbeth.cs.ucdavis.edu/CACHECA/ and the source code is available at https://github.com/christinef/CACHECA.

II. FEATURES

CACHECA operates within Eclipse’s editor and can be invoked either automatically (wherever the user has set Content Assist to normally be invoked) or manually (using Ctrl+Space). By leveraging the cache language model, it has three appealing features to enhance Eclipse’s built-in suggestion engine:

1. It is still able to offer suggestions even when no type information is available, making it applicable to both dynamic and static typed programming languages.
2. The suggestions and corresponding probabilities from the cache language model help to rerank and complement the original suggestions from the built-in plugin. In this way, CACHECA enforces a natural ordering on the suggestions.
3. Based on the observation that a token used in the immediate past is much more likely to be used again soon, CACHECA is able to capture the short-term shifts in token frequencies in the locality (e.g. a single file).

A. Natural Code Suggestion

Different projects have idiosyncratic token frequencies [3], [8]. Therefore, even given the same context, suggestions in different orders should be provided for different projects. This is overlooked by the built-in suggestion engine, and therefore by incorporating a language model engine, we can sort the suggestions for different projects using corpus statistics.
Fig. 1. CACHECA produces suggestions intelligently, based on localness.

B. Intelligent Code Suggestion

If a programmer uses a certain token when (s)he is coding, there is an increased likelihood of this token being used again in the near future. For example, the declaration of an identifier in a method scope makes usage of this identifier highly likely in the subsequent code. The cache component of CACHECA is designed to capture such localized regularity by estimating the probability of a suggestion from its recent frequency of use. Indeed, Tu et al. [8] showed that, by adding a cache component, the accuracy of predicting identifiers is more than two times the accuracy using only the $n$-gram model.

Consider the example in Figure 1. Unlike Eclipse’s default engine, CACHECA suggests the correct getDocument() method first, because it was invoked twice in the lines above it. The re-ranking of the suggestions (through the Mix model; see section IV-D for more detail) is one of Cacheca’s strong points; because Eclipse’s default relies on a low-granularity ranking system, mostly based on types, often the anticipated completion is ranked very low on the list (9th here). CACHECA, however, anticipates reappearances and ranks them higher.

C. Type Information

A drawback of Eclipse’s built-in suggestion engine is that it relies heavily on type information in the context. In dynamically typed languages, where type information is inherently unavailable, code suggestion based on semantic and syntactic information is particularly difficult. While CACHECA yields a substantial improvement for Java, there is also great potential for languages that are dynamically typed.

Fig. 2. The architecture of CACHECA’s Mix model.

III. ARCHITECTURE

CACHECA combines suggestions from two sources: the suggestions that Eclipse provides (ordered by a custom ‘relevance score’), and the suggestions from the $n$-gram model (ranked by their probabilities).

A. Methodology

In order to build the $n$-gram model, the tool detects (by means of a listener) when a new file is visible (i.e. a new file opened, reopened, or brought to the front). At this point, the $n$-gram model is read in from a file with word counts and a new, empty cache is generated. For statistics on time and memory usage, see [8].

When CACHECA is invoked, either by pressing a key character (such as the dot operator) or using Ctrl+Space, CACHECA starts by retrieving Eclipse’s suggestions, as described in section III-B. Subsequently, the $n$-gram suggestions are computed (as described in [8]) and the lists are mixed to obtain the proposal list. The mixing process is described in section IV-D and Figure 2 provides a high level illustration. To preserve the ordering imposed on the suggestions by the mixing procedure, CACHECA includes a custom sorter (“CACHECA Sort”) which extends the JavaCompletionProposalSorters extension point. The final generated list is then displayed to the user by Eclipse.

Since the $n$-gram model is estimated using only lexical code tokens, it cannot produce Javadoc material, nor can it provide parameter information or distinguish between data members and methods. However, utilizing the fact that Eclipse presents a laundry list of suggestions (albeit typically in a poor order), we search through Eclipse’s default list of suggestions to find matches to CACHECA’s suggestions. By using CACHECA’s ranking preferences and Eclipse’s additional information, CACHECA provides a robust code completion system.
B. Implementation Details

CACHECA is written entirely in Java. Initially, the aim was to combine statistical modeling code (written in C++) and the plugin code (necessarily written in Java, due to the Eclipse plugin framework) using sockets and the Java Native Interface (JNI). This approach was unsuccessful due to cross-platform limitations and latency issues, after which the decision was made to convert the existing modeling code to Java. Due to restrictions placed on plugins by the Eclipse extension framework, CACHECA must ‘collect’ Eclipse’s unordered list of completion suggestions from the compilation unit and then sort the suggestions exactly as Eclipse does internally (i.e. first by the internal ‘relevance’ value and then alphabetically). This results in an ordered list exactly like that which Eclipse produces. Therefore, we expect the completion performance of the original Eclipse code to be similar to that of CACHECA.

IV. RESULTS

The goal of CACHECA is to combine the advantages of the two core suggestors: Eclipse’s Java Proposals and the $n$-gram model. We seek to make use of the different information that is captured by these approaches to yield superior suggestion performance over Eclipse alone.

A. Data

We evaluated our models on a corpus of token sequences in seven Java projects of varying sizes, which was used previously for evaluation of code completion performance: Ant, Batik, Cassandra, Log4J, Maven2, Maven3 and Xalan [3], [6], [8]. The included projects were cloned from public Git repositories between December 2009 and January 2011 and contain between 60KLOC and 367KLOC for a total of 5 million tokens. On each project, we used 10-fold validation by training our model on 90% of the lines, counting the token sequences, and testing on the token sequences in the remaining 10% of the lines. Each test-case can be seen as a scenario, where a certain history of tokens is known and the model is tasked with predicting the next token.

We specifically excluded a number of tokens from the task of suggesting, namely all parentheses and the symbols: ; , = as these symbols are used to trigger a completion in Eclipse. Tu et al. [8] showed that separators and operators such as these are relatively easy to predict and make up a large part of source code. Therefore, we expect the completion performance of the cache model to be lower than the overall scores reported in their work and more in line with the performance reported on identifier and keyword completion.

B. Metrics

In each testing scenario (a context of tokens from which the suggestors must predict the next token), each suggestor returns a list of suggestion in ranked order, which may be empty and is cut off at ten suggestions. The rank of the correct suggestion in this list is used as a measure of performance. Following the common settings in the code suggestion task [3], [6], [8], we measure the performance of the suggestors in terms of both MRR score and Top$K$ accuracies. The Top$K$ accuracies are computed as the percentage of contexts in which the suggester ranks the correct suggestion at index $K$ or less. We report accuracies for $K = 1, 5$ and $10$. The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) score is computed by averaging the reciprocal of the rank of the correct suggestion over all suggestion tasks in the test data. If the correct suggestion is not returned, a score of 0 is assigned. Hence, an MRR score of 0.5 implies that the correct suggestion is on average found at index 2 of the suggestion list.

C. Models

We have two baseline models: the Eclipse content assist and the $n$-gram suggestor. The Eclipse suggestions are retrieved as described in section III-B. The $n$-gram suggestor consists of the $n$-gram and cache components as described in [8].

Both models produce an ordered list of suggestions based on a score system: a ‘relevance score’ for the Eclipse model and a probability for the $n$-gram model. The former is computed based on a large number of hard-coded weights, linked to possible properties that a suggestion can have. Besides the lack of justification for these (rather diverse) weights, the relevance scores for different suggestions were often identical (e.g. the same weight for all possible method invocations on an object).

Beyond the ordering, we were unable to gain much insight from the relevance scores.

The output of CACHECA is a new model, named Mix, which mixes the suggestions returned by the baseline models. The aim is to leverage information that is captured by the individual models and use this to improve suggestion accuracy. We constructed the Mix model based on a case study on the Ant project (section IV-D) and verified the results across the entire dataset.

D. Mixing

As shown in Table I, the $n$-gram model (model 2) performs approximately twice as well on MRR score and even better in Top1 accuracy as the Eclipse model (model 1). Hence, we compare the performance of the Mix model with the stronger baseline, the $n$-gram model, in the following experiments. We construct the Mix model based on a collection of heuristics. Each heuristic is applied in order and will take zero or more items from both of the suggestors and add these to the mix. The scores for the Mix model with one or more heuristics (in order) are listed in table I as Mix (H$_1$, ···, H$_j$).

Heuristic 1: Interleave suggestions of the baseline models.

At the core of the Mix model is a simple interleaving of the results, which starts with the best suggestion of the $n$-gram model (the alternative performs worse than 2.). As can be seen from the results of model 3 in table I, interleaving yields superior MRR scores, primarily by improving Top5 accuracy. To improve the mix model further, we add two heuristics based
on properties of the models under consideration. Due to its general nature, interleaving is always executed last.

Heuristic 2: If either model returns no more than 3 suggestions, add the first element to the mix.

In the case of the $-gram model, a shorter list indicates that the context was only seen in the cache and is therefore local to the code. Similarly, when encountering an unusual context, Eclipse will only suggest results that match the needed type of a variable. We found that top suggestions in shorter lists were significantly more likely to be correct for both models, and that a large part of the improvement in performance of H2 over H1 is due to Eclipse suggestions, since simple interleaving already prioritizes the top suggestion from the $-gram model. As can be seen from table I (model 4), this heuristic substantially improves Top1 suggestions and the MRR score.

Heuristic 3: If a suggestion occurs among the top 3 suggestions of both baseline models, add it to the mix.

This heuristic gives extra weight to an element that occurs near the top of both baseline models. We use the ‘top 3’ criterion to ensure that the overlap is meaningful, i.e. that the suggestion is deemed likely by both models (particularly for $-gram) and not simply part of a group of suggestions that are all deemed equally accurate (particularly for Eclipse). From table I, we see that H3 yields slightly higher MRR performance and slightly lower Top1 performance than H2. Applying first H3 and then H2 (model 6) yields superior performance in both regards.

The results were consistent across the tested projects. CACHECA achieved an average improvement of 29.83 percent points over Eclipse’s Content Assist in terms of MRR. Top10 accuracy improved by an average of 34.81 percent points and Top1 accuracy more than doubled from 25.36% to 55.19%.

Finally, although the prediction performance of the Mix model is dominated by the $-gram model, the Eclipse suggestions play another important role. As was observed in III-A, the $-gram model can only produce lexical completions, whereas the Eclipse suggestor typically returns template completions. Hence, for each suggestion returned by the $-gram model we first attempt to find a matching template from an extended list of Eclipse suggestions (the correct completion is often contained in the top 30) and return this template instead. This strategy proves successful in approximately half of the cases.

### V. Related Work

Another Eclipse plugin, dubbed Calcite [4], operates on the same assumption as CACHECA (that more commonly-used suggestions should rank higher) but attempts to accomplish this by capturing the personalized usage across groups of programmers through crowdsourcing, rather than capturing the local regularities. In particular, Calcite presents suggestions above and below Eclipse’s, whereas CACHECA generates a blended list of suggestions. Bruch et al [2] describe a plugin that suggests method calls, based on co-occurrence statistics; CACHECA is not restricted to method calls. A follow-on work [1] also uses a “social suggestion” feature where actual uses by real users are monitored and used to improve performance; this approach is potentially complementary to CACHECA. GraPacc [5], another code Suggestion plugin, focuses on APIs and incorporating the popularity of certain Suggestions. There are several other suggestion engines; we refer the reader to longer papers [2], [3], [7] for a more complete literature survey.

### VI. Conclusions

We created a plugin for Eclipse, CACHECA, that combines the default suggestions with suggestions returned by a cache language model [8]. We found that the cache language model yields substantially superior performance to the Eclipse suggestion engine. Furthermore, by combining the suggestions returned by both models, CACHECA improves the Top1 accuracy of suggestions by 26.43 percent points and the Top10 accuracy by 34.81 percent points. We demonstrate that the cache language model introduced in [8] has practical application and that there is substantial potential for CACHECA to improve code suggestion. Building on the results, we suggest extension to dynamically-typed languages. This material is based on work supported by NSF under Grants 1247280 and 1414172.
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